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Introduction

The term “benchmarking” was first used by Rank
Xerox to describe a process of self-evaluation and
self-improvement through the systematic and
collaborative comparison of practice and
performance with competitors to identify own
strengths and weaknesses, and learn how to adapt
and improve as conditions change (Camp, 1989)1.
Many sectors of business and industry quickly
adopted the method as part of the Total Quality
Management movement (Spendolini, 1992)2.

establishment of reference points for best
practices through the comparison of approaches
between CoEs and it helps understand the
reasons why these are reference points.

In the pursuit and maintenance of excellence,
many Centres of Excellence (CoEs) compare their
performance to their peers to understand how they
are performing and what possible improvements
they can make. Through our interactions with the
CoEs within the Network of CoEs (NCoE), we
noted that the benchmarking process was an
essential part of evaluating the performance of
their organisations. We also noticed that no best
practices, common framework, or tools were
available to support this critical process. While the
Big Data and Artificial Intelligence Centre of
Excellence (BDAICoE) framework supported the
exchange of best practices, it did not directly
support the benchmarking process between
centres.
We focused on filling this gap by identifying best
practices for benchmarking CoEs. This involved
establishing a common conceptual foundation of
the benchmarking process, identifying a
methodology for performing the benchmark, and
the creation of a metric-based benchmarking tool.
This was achieved by performing a detailed
analysis of the multiple CoEs’ benchmark studies
and interviews with subject experts.
The goal of our benchmark process is not to
establish a ranking of CoEs; we believe such an
activity would ultimately be counter-productive for
Europe and discourage collaboration. We see
benchmarking as a method of self-evaluation that
can support the continuous improvement of
European CoEs. Benchmarking supports the

1

Camp, R. C. (1989). Benchmarking: the search for industry best practices that lead to
superior performance. Asq Press

2

Spendolini, M.J. (1992), The Benchmarking Book, AMACOM, New York, NY.
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Background and Key
Concepts

Benchmarking is a process that provides decisionmakers with objective measurements for
performance evaluation, baselining, goal setting
and improvement tracking. Benchmarks are often
used as part of internal self-assessment and
external quality reviews. Robert Camp, who
pioneered benchmarking at Rank Xerox, coupled
the process of “finding and implementing best
practice”, with the reason for doing it “to improve
work processes that will satisfy customers”
(Loveday, 1993)3. Price (1994)4 also coupled the
process “the open and collaborative evaluation of
services and processes” with the purpose “the aim
of emulating or improving best available practice”.
Both definitions indicate that benchmarking of
business processes is fundamentally an approach
to self-evaluation through comparative analysis for
self-improvement. Benchmarking is the method of
evaluating company processes and efficiency
indicators with other organisations’ best practices
in the sector. It is defined as the method of
comparing goods, services, and procedures in one
or more aspects of their activities against those of
organisations known to be leaders. Benchmarking
is a method of self-evaluation that is based on two
different process ideas:
•
•

they are in a different industry or have a different
set of clients, compares with similar organisations.

2.1. Process
There is no single process of benchmarking which
has been adopted universally. Benchmarking's
broad appeal and acceptance have contributed to
the
proliferation
of
methodologies
for
benchmarking.
A
12-stage
approach to
benchmarking has been developed and generally
accepted (Camp, 1989)5 analysed below:
1. Select subject
2. Define the process
3. Identify potential partners
4. Identify data sources
5. Collect data and select all partners
6. Determine the gap
7. Establish process differences
8. Target future performance
9. Communicate

referencing and comparing one thing with
another

10. Adjust goal

searching for and creating reference points
or benchmarks and understanding the
reasons why they are reference points

12. Review and recalibrate

Benchmarking uses a particular indicator to
calculate performance resulting in a performance
metric that is then compared to others. The
approach offers the requisite insights to help you
understand how your organisation, even though

3

Loveday, M. A. R. I. O. N. (1993). Measuring up to the top
model. Managing Service Quality: An International Journal.
4

Price, I. (1994). A Plain Person’s Guide to Benchmarking.
Special Report of the Unit for Facilities Management
Research. Sheffield: Sheffield Hallam University, 250.

11. Implement

Despite the prevalence of various benchmarking
instruments in academic and research settings,
there are no standard definitions for many of the
terms used in benchmarking which can lead to
different interpretations and uses (Harvey, 200416)6.

6

Harvey, L. (2004-16), Analytic Quality Glossary, Quality
Research
International,
http://www.qualityresearchinternational.com/glossary/,
Hatry, H. P. (1999), Performance Measurement: Getting
Results, Urban Institute Press, Washington, DC.

5

Camp, R. C. (1989). Benchmarking: the search for industry
best practices that lead to superior performance. Asq Press
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Benchmarking activities can be classified
according to the nature of the processes that
underpins the activity (Jackson)7:
•

Focused on the whole process (vertical
benchmarking) or part of a process across
different functional units (horizontal
benchmarking)

•

Implicit (a by-product of information
gathering) or explicit (deliberate and
systematic)

•

Conducted as an independent (without
partners) or a collaborative (partnership)
exercise

•

Confined to a single organisation (internal
exercise), or involves other similar or
dissimilar organisations (external activity)

Benchmarking activities can be classified
according
to the referencing
processes
(mechanism for comparison) that is used. Four
different referencing methods can be distinguished
(Jackson; Jackson and Lund, 2000a)8 (Figure 1).
A benchmarking exercise might rely exclusively on

one particular approach, or it might utilise a
combination of techniques.
The two fundamental purposes of any method of
self-evaluation are (Kells, 1992, 19959; Jackson,
1997):
•

to facilitate improvement, development,
and change; and

•

to satisfy expectations and requirements
for accountability

2.2. Benchmark Models
The benchmarking process is essentially dialogical
(involves
an
active discussion
between
participants)
or
process-based
(practice,
exemplars, performance criteria or metric data).
There are three practice models which can be
identified in the literature (Jackson and Lund,
2000). These practice models are defined in terms
of whether the benchmarking process is
independent (no direct involvement of partners), or
collaborative (active involvement of partners)
group or one-to-one partnerships.

Figure 1: Types of processes and information that can be used in a benchmark (Jackson, 2001)
7

Jackson, N. (2001). Benchmarking in UK HE: an overview.
Quality Assurance in Education.
8

Jackson, N., & Lund, H. (2000). Benchmarking for Higher
Education. Taylor & Francis, Inc., 7625 Empire Dr., Florence,
KY 41042.
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9

Kells, H. R., & Mundial, B. (1992). Performance indicators
for higher education: A critical review with policy
recommendations. Education and Employment Division,
Population and Human Resources Department, World Bank.

•

•

•

Independent
benchmarking:
Independent
(non-collaborative)
benchmarking requires only a database of
relevant statistics and performance
indicators (metrics benchmarking) or
textual
information
like
process
documentation (process benchmarking).
Collaborative one-to-one partnerships:
In this practice model, one institution
creates a collaboration with another to
participate in a joint learning process. The
organisations agree on the focus of the
benchmark, and both organisations
systematically gather information for the
benchmark. The understanding within this
arrangement is that the sharing of
information will be two-way and the
dialogue will be of benefit to both
organisations. The information gathering
can be done using multiple methods,
including online surveys, site visits,
individual
interviews,
and
group
workshops. The gathered information may
be synthesised by both organisations, or
one may agree to take the lead. An
organisation may conduct several one-toone
benchmarks
with
different
organisations in one or more focus areas.
Collaborative group partnerships: A
group dynamic is created with a set of
organisations who are committed to the
process of learning more about themselves
through learning about each other. The
process begins by establishing the main
focus of the benchmark and it is, then,
elaborated using key questions which can
guide data gathering within each
organisation for the benchmark. The
information
gathered
from
each
organisation provides the basis for
discussion for good/effective practice and
understanding the reasons for their
success. Participants, then, adjust practice
using the knowledge and insights gained.

2.3. Benchmarking Outputs
Benchmarking results in three different products:
•

Benchmark Data: Information on the focus
area of the benchmark in the form of
textual,
numerical,
or
graphical
representations. This information is often
formally captured in a formal benchmarking
report which details the findings of the
exercise. The report can also include
sections with supporting material gathered
during the benchmarking exercise,
including
guidelines,
specifications,
process documentation, how-to guides,
best practices, exemplars of good/different
practice, and supporting statistics and
performance indicators.

•

Understanding Practice: A better
understanding of the practice, process and
performance from within your organisation
and of the other organisations involved in
the benchmark exercise. Often, this can be
accompanied by insights from the different
organisations into how improvements
might
be
made.
This
practice
understanding can be shared between the
participants collaborating within the
benchmark (to gain or maintain competitive
advantage), or it can be disseminated more
widely through conferences, workshops,
and publications.

•

Networking: Within a collaborative
benchmarking, the participants can benefit
from
networking,
collaborative
relationships, and a mutual understanding
between participants.

10
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Benchmarking Model for
BDAICoE Framework

The use of benchmarking as a tool for performance
improvement has been used in both the private
and public sectors (Johnston et al., 2012)10.
Benchmarking has been used predominantly at the
institutional level and it is often linked to quality
assurance, the management of institutions and the
concept of continuous improvement (ESMU,
2008)11.
The purpose of the benchmark process, we
present in this guide, is not to develop a ranking of
a research institute but to present data and
information that institutes can use to identify the
strengths and weaknesses as well as to compare
their performance against other institutes and learn
from each other.

3.1. Benchmarking Goal
Within the context of a CoE, several different types
of benchmarks can provide insight, including:
•

Ideal
Scenario
Benchmark:
A comparison of the current performance
against an idealised best performance.

•

Comparative/Competitive
Metric
Benchmark: Comparative performance
indicators of similar institutions.

•

Practice Benchmark: Determine the
performance of a specific functional area of
the institute (i.e. costs, output/performance,
productivity,
technical
infrastructure
provision, grant management). Selected
activities within the benchmarked institution
are compared with similar actions in other
selected institutions. Activities may be
considered individually or as a proxy for the
overall institutional performance.

3.2. Performance Benchmarking
The BDAICoE framework, which has three
components (Figure 2) is designed to cover with
one element for each of the three organisational
elements defined in open systems theory that
comprises Input (Environment), Transformation
(BDAICoE) and Output (Impact).
In this framework, there is a process flow in the
form of value development chain starting from the

Figure 2: Transformation Process

Figure 3: Stages of Benchmarking Performance of a BDAICoE
10

Johnston, R., G. Clark and M. Shulver (2012), Service
Operations Management: Improving Service Delivery,
Financial Times/ Prentice Hall, Harlow.

11

ESMU (2008), A practical guide: Benchmarking in
European Higher Education, European Centre for Strategic
Management of Universities, Brussels.
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Figure 1: Benchmarking PDCA process
Environment (which supplies Input) through the
core BDAICoE activities (which processes the
Input) to the Output represented by the Impact of
the Output received by the society under various
categories – economic, scientific and societal.
There is also a backward flow (feedback) of value
from the impact of a research centre back to the
research centre and to the Environment in which
the centre operates. The feedback received by a
research centre is in the form of re-use of the value
it creates.
The framework naturally lends itself to
benchmarking in different stages for performance.
Within Figure 3, we illustrate the following stages
of benchmarking for a CoE:
•

13

Input: Resources (e.g. financial and
human resources) are allocated to a CoE

•

Activities: The research and innovation
activities undertaken by a CoE to fulfil its
mission.

•

Outputs: The direct outcomes of the
activities of a CoE. (i.e. published papers).

•

Outcomes: The observed effects of the
outputs on the beneficiaries of a CoE. (i.e.
the degree of the scientific impact of the
papers published by a CoE).

•

Impact: The degree to which the outcomes
observed by a CoE are attributable to its
activities. (i.e. the effect of a CoE in
increasing innovation, which is directly
attributable to the specific interventions of
a CoE).

3.3. Process
To execute a benchmark, one can follow the fourstep PDCA process (Figure 4), (i) Plan, (ii) Do, (iii)
Check, (iv) Act:
•

Plan: Establish the benchmarking team
and clarify the scope and objectives of the
benchmarking exercise. Identify the other
research institutions you wish to
benchmark against.

•

Do: Perform the necessary desk-based
research to gather the required data (i.e.
SciVal). If possible, organise a site visit or
interviews with the other research
institutes. Site visits can be very beneficial
to collect contextual information (highs and
lows, pros and cons, obstacles and
enablers) through formal and informal
meetings.

•

Check: Identify best practices from the
other research institutes that can be

emulated in your research institute.
Prepare a report of findings from the
benchmarking exercise with a prioritised
list of recommendations, including an
analysis of associated costs, impacts, and
risks.
•

Act: Present the report to the institute’s
leadership. Agree on recommendations to
implement and prepare an action plan.
Integrate the agreed actions into the
institute’s operational programme. Include
progress on efforts as part of the institute’s
regular operational review.

3.4. BDAICoE Metrics Benchmark
Tool
We have created a simple Metric Benchmarking
tool using MS-Excel (the tool can be found at
https://www.big-data-value.eu/skills/bigdatacentres-of-excellence/). The tool has a simple
interface which is easy to interpret. The Excel tool
has different tabs solving the purpose of
benchmarking. There are a Data tab and multiple
charts’ tabs to highlight the comparison among

CoEs. The Data tab contains the metrics for
comparison, which are described in the coming
sections, for different centres/entities. One can
simply add the institute one wishes to compare
with other CoEs and fill out the metrics. The tool
will automatically generate charts for comparison
in all the other following tabs.
Input Data
The input data is numeric, and the metrics are
mainly sourced from SciVal and InCites. Figure 5
illustrates a screenshot of the Data tab which
highlights the fields which can be filled out for
comparison.
As Figure 5 highlights, there is not a limit to the
number of centres you can add. The numbers’
cells can be left empty too if one is unsure of the
exact count, the tool will still plot the charts barring
that metric.
Outputs
One such example is highlighted in Figure 6 below,
where we plot the section Research Funding for

Figure 2: Data Tab
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the four centres Centre A, Centre B, Centre C and
Centre D.

and the number of staff with h-index greater
than 30. The conclusion is that Centre A
outperforms the rest of the centres in terms
of both these metrics.

The charts are spider and bar graphs that highlight
different breakdowns and taxonomy of the metrics.

Figure 3: Spider Graph highlighting Research Funding section
The detailed description of the tool with charts and
how to use it is highlighted in Section 5 and it can
be viewed for better and full understanding. One
such example is Figure 7, which highlights the key
outputs in the tool followed by a quick description
of the images.
•

•
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Context:
Two
metrics
National
attractiveness, and the percentage of Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) spent on Research
& Development (R&D). It can be seen that
Centre B outperforms all the other centres in
terms of both metrics.
Scientific Knowledge: Two metrics Publications before benchmarking period,

•

Research Funding: Seven metrics cater for
explaining the basis of the section with key
factors such as Research Funding awarded,
ERC grants, consultancy contracts etc. It can
be inferred that Centre A outperforms the
rest for some metrics (left-sided in radar
chart) while Centre B does the opposite for
right-sided metrics.

•

Publications: Eight metrics cater for
explaining the basis of the section with key
factors such as Publication Counts, Journal
Impact Factor, Collaborations etc. Centre A
outperforms all centres for all metrics except

for collaboration and it can be considered
better for this section.

number of PhD graduates, while Centre B
performs better for the other metric.

Figure 7: Illustration of Key Outputs
•

Human: Two metrics cater for the basis of
the section - Number of MSc and PhD
graduates from the centre. It can be seen
that Centre A outperforms the rest for the

•

Social: Six metrics cater for the basis of the
section with key names as Direct and
Induced Employment Creation, Percentage
of trainees ending up in industry etc. The

16

conclusion can be made that Centre A and
Centre B outperform other centres.

3.5. Indicators and Data Sources
Stage of
Performance
Input

Category

Context

Scientific
knowledge

Research
Funding

Human

17

Code

Metric

Description

Reference Source

INC1

% GDP spend on R&D

The percentage of the nation’s GDP
spent on Research and Development.

INC2

National Attractiveness

The index of the appeal of a
university/entity on a national scale

INS1

Staff h-index > 30

A researcher has an h-index if he/she
has at least h publications for which
he/she has received at least h
citations.

Web of Science,
Google Scholar,
SciVal, InCites

INS2

Publication before
benchmarking period

The number of publications by the
entity before the benchmarking
years/period

Web of Science,
Google Scholar

INR1

Research funding

The research funding awarded to the
university/research centre for R&D

CoE Annual
Report, support
staff

INR2

Starter ERC Grants

Starter European Research Grants
awarded to the centre.

List of ERC Funded
Grants

INR3

Consolidator ERC Grants

Consolidator European Research
Grants awarded to the centre.

List of ERC Funded
Grants

INR4

Advanced ERC Grants

Advanced European Research Grants
awarded to the centre.

List of ERC Funded
Grants

INR5

Large-industry projects

University-industry research
collaborations >€1M

TTO, Support
Staff, CORDIS

INR6

Direct funding by
Industry/NGO.

Research grants awarded by Industrial
partners or NGOs

TTO, Support Staff

INR7

Consultancy Contracts

The number of consultancies with
which contracts have been made to
support research

CoE Annual
Report, support
staff

INH1

Research Active Staff

The number of people actively
pursuing research at the centre

CoE Annual
Report, support
staff

INH2

Research Support Staff

The number of support people at the
research centre

CoE Annual
Report, support
staff

INH3

Technology Transfer Staff FTE

The number of staff (FTE) working in
the technology transfer office.

Technology
Transfer Office

Stage of
Performance

Category

Infrastructure

Output

Publications

Code

Metric

Description

Reference Source

INH4

International PhD Students

The number of international PhD
students at the centre

CoE Annual
Report, support
staff

INH5

National PhD Students

The number of national PhD students
at the centre

CoE Annual
Report, support
staff

INH6

International Master Students

The number of international Master
students at the centre

CoE Annual
Report, support
staff

INH7

National Master Students

The number of national Master
students at the centre

CoE Annual
Report, support
staff

INI1

Research space m3

In mathematical terms, the volume of
the building of the research centre.

CoE Annual
Report, Facility
management staff

INI2

Testbeds/ Living labs

The number of labs, scientific research
buildings at the centre

CoE Annual
Report, support
staff

INI3

Compute Infrastructure

The quantity and quality of the IT
infrastructure at the centre that could
include GPUs, laptops, labs etc

CoE Annual
Report, IT support
staff

OUP1

Publication Counts

Number of publication counts

SciVal, InCites

OUP2

Journal Publications

Number of different journals in which
the publication was identified

SciVal, InCites

OUP3

Conference Publications

Number of different conferences in
which the publication was
identified/presented

SciVal, InCites

OUP4

Journal Count

Number of journals in which the
entity’s publications have appeared

InCites

OUP5

Journal Impact Factor

All citations to the journal in the
current JCR year to items
published in the previous two years,
divided by the total number of
scholarly items (these comprise
articles, reviews, and proceedings
papers) published in the journal in the
last two years.

InCites, WoS

OUP6

Publications in Top Journal
Percentiles

The set of publications that have been
published in the world's top journals

SciVal, InCites

18

Stage of
Performance

Category

Human

Economic

Social
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Code

Metric

Description

Reference Source

OUP7

Collaboration

International, national and institutional
co-authorship

SciVal, Scopus

OUP8

Joint publications with nonacademic authors

SciVal, WoS

OUH1

PhD Graduates

Publications whose affiliation
information
contains both academic and corporate
organisation types
The number of PhD graduates from the
university

OUH2

Master Graduates

The number of Master graduates from
the university

CoE Annual
Report, support
staff

OUE1

Spin-offs

Centres or Headquarters originated
from the university operating on their
own with a similar structure to the
parent.

TTO Staff

OUE2

Start-up

Number of start-ups that have either
originated from the university or are
still operating at the centre

TTO Staff

OUE3

Patents

The number of patents by the
university

TTO Staff, Patent
Analytics

OUE4

Technology Licenses

Number of licenses obtained by the
university

TTO Staff

OUS1

Talks to school students

Number of talks given to schools by
the entity

CoE Annual
Report, CoE
Prospectus

OUS2

Lectures for the community

Number of lectures given for the
community by the entity

CoE Annual
Report, CoE
Prospectus

OUS3

School projects (e.g. Young
Scientists, etc.)

Number of projects undertaken by
young scientists, students etc. at the or
in collaboration with the entity

CoE Annual
Report, CoE
Prospectus

OUS4

School visits

Number of school visits conducted by
the entity

CoE Annual
Report, CoE
Prospectus

OUS5

Public exhibitions

Number of public exhibitions
conducted by the entity

CoE Annual
Report, CoE
Prospectus

OUS6

Number of, dialogues with
policymakers

Number of dialogues agreed by the
entity with the policymakers in the
public sector.

CoE Annual
Report, CoE
Prospectus

CoE Annual
Report, support
staff

Stage of
Performance
Outcomes and
Impacts

Category

Scientific

Economic

Social

Code

Metric

Description

Reference Source

IMS1

Citations

Total Number of Citations

SciVal, InCites

IMS2

Downloads

Number of publication downloads or
views

SciVal, publishers
website

IMS3

Citations/Publication

Average number of citations per
publication

SciVal, InCites

IMS4

Cited Publications

Number of cited publications

SciVal, InCites

IMS5

Field-Weighted Citation
Impact

The ratio of citations received to the
world average for the subject

SciVal, InCites

IMS6

Hot Papers

The Hot Papers indicator shows the
number of papers in the top 1 percent
worldwide that were published in the
last two years.

ESI

IMS7

Percentage Documents Cited

The Percentage Documents Cited
indicator is the percentage of
publications, in a set, that have
received at least one citation.

InCites

IME1

Earned royalty income

The income earned in royalties such as
gold, land etc

CoE Annual
Report, CoE
Prospectus

IME2

Participation in major EU
initiatives

Number of major EU initiatives in
which the entity has participated

CoE Annual
Report, CoE
Prospectus

IME3

Coordination of major EU
initiatives

Number of major EU initiatives with
which the entity has coordinated

CoE Annual
Report, CoE
Prospectus

IME4

New ERC awards

Number of new ERC awards awarded
to the entity

CoE Annual
Report, CoE
Prospectus

IME5

Amount of research income
from non-Exchequer And noncommercial sources

Amount of research money incurred
from non-Exchequer and noncommercial sources

CoE Annual
Report, CoE
Prospectus

IME6

Amount of research income
from commercial sources

Amount of research money incurred
from commercial sources

CoE Annual
Report, CoE
Prospectus

IME7

Contribution to Economy

Economic impact of the university helping or determining overall
economic growth of a city/country etc.

CoE Annual
Report, CoE
Prospectus

IMS1

Research impacts on UN
Sustainable Development
Goals

Research impact on sustainable
development goals set by the UN

CoE Annual
Report, CoE
Prospectus

20

Stage of
Performance

Category

Code

Metric

Description

IMS2

Direct Employment Creation

Employment created by the entity

CoE Annual
Report, CoE
Prospectus

IMS3

Induced Employment Creation

Employment created indirectly by the
entity

CoE Annual
Report, CoE
Prospectus

IMS4

Percentage trainee departures
with industry as the first
destination

Percentage of trainees that ended up
in industry directly after training with
the entity

CoE Annual
Report, CoE
Prospectus

IMS5

Number of policies influenced

Number of policies influenced by the
entity due to their functioning

CoE Annual
Report, CoE
Prospectus

Table 1: Key metrics for performance
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Reference Source

3.6. Analysis
3.6.1. Spans of Performance of a CoE
The BDAICoE framework recognised that a CoE
sits within a wider socio-economic situation (Figure
8). Socio-economic issues induce policies for
meeting society's needs. These CoE’s needs are
defined by its stakeholders (including industry and
society), which prompt action from the CoE to
strategic goals. These priorities are translated into
objectives for the CoE. Inputs of capital and labour
are acquired to conduct activities of the CoE in
pursuit of the defined objectives. The outputs are
the products of these processes - what the CoE
delivers to the outside world (such as graduates,
technologies, publications, start-ups and spin-

offs). The outputs, then, interact with the
environment leading to intermediate outcomes and
final impacts. The model suggests that context has
a very important influence on the final impact and
the general performance of a CoE. The CoE itself
often has limited or no control over some factors,
which influence its final outcomes.
Measure of performance
•

Relevance: Are the CoE strategic
objectives meeting the needs of its
stakeholders?

•

Effectiveness: Are the outputs leading to
the desired outcomes of the CoE
stakeholders, in terms of the desired

Figure 4: Spans of Performance of a BDAI CoE
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outputs? Can the effectiveness of the CoE
be improved?
•

Cost-effectiveness: How much does it
cost to achieve the desired outcomes?
How does it compare to other CoEs?

•

Utility and sustainability: How useful are
the outcomes in meeting the needs of the
CoE stakeholders? Can the outcomes be
sustained?

•

Economy: How much do the inputs cost?
Can money be saved?

•

Efficiency: What is the relation of outputs
to inputs in the CoE? Can the efficiency of
the CoE be increased?

3.7. Supporting Analysis
3.7.1. Macro Context
The use of macro indicators can be useful to set
the scene of the national context that the CoE is
operating. One commonly used indicator is the
gross domestic spending on R&D which is defined

as the total expenditure (current and capital) on
R&D carried out by all resident companies,
research institutes, university and government
laboratories, etc., in a country. It includes R&D
funded from abroad but excludes domestic funds
for R&D performed outside the domestic
economy. These and other macro figures are
published by international organisations such as
the OECD and UNESCO. In Figure 9, the circles
show the amounts countries are spending on R&D
in US Dollars. Countries farther to the right are
spending relatively more in terms of their GDP.
Those closer to the top have higher numbers of
researchers per 1 million inhabitants.

3.7.2. Research Topic Analysis
In order to further explore the gaps in research
topics that could set apart the performance-based
institutions using co-occurrence analysis of
keywords, a content analysis was performed
(Figure 10). The attempt to equate Centre A with
the best in the chosen subject was made here.
Analyses have been carried out for the centre,
resulting in a research subject map, and another

Figure 5: R&D Spending by Country (UNESCO, 2018)12
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Figure 6: Maps of Keywords (Chang, J & Liu, J, 2019)13
for the institution against which the benchmark is
performed. Maps in SciVal were developed based
on keywords and the complete counting process.
However, with caution, the distributions must be
compared. Each institution has a selected
emphasis on research topics, so the maps can
differ. In addition, the map is not informative of the
efficiency, effect or leading power. Therefore, for a
detailed comparison, there may be some details
like citation effects that need to be applied
externally. As a first step, looking at the overlaps

or differences helps to recognise an institution's
strengths or uniqueness.
Table 2 shows another strategy to reveal the
growth of the subjects. Moreover, a tree map
(Figure 11) illustrates what topics are of concern to
researchers in the institute and their contribution to
the field in percentiles. For Computer Science
research at NUI Galway, Generic Computing
Science applications have been the most
researched and they have the highest scholarly
output amongst all. Software-related applications
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rank second which is in all fairness totally
understandable given we are researching for
topics under computer applications. Topics like AI
and Computer Vision applications do make a
contribution but not as much. The freshness of the
research of the topics could be attributed to such
low contribution but we can expect a rise in the
contribution over the years.

3.7.3. Internal Unit Benchmarking
A graph using the number of papers, times cited
and citation effect was obtained in order to
measure the research output of the internal units
for Centre A (Figure 12). The data is described in
the figure with an X-axis representing the number
of publications for each unit, a Y-axis representing
the total number of citations, and a radius node
representing the effect of the citation. For each
internal unit of a CoE, the figure compares
efficiency and effect, with those in the upper-right
corner publishing more and receiving more quotes.
This may be an excessively simplistic explanation
of the productivity of study, but important insights
can be given by further analysis.

Frequent
Keywords

2015

2016

Natural Language
Processing

✓

Computer Vision

✓

Human Readable
AI

✓

Data Protection

✓

2018

✓

Data Security
K-means

✓

Support Vector
Machines

✓

Probability
Distributions

✓

p-value

2017

✓

Data Analytics

✓

Table 2: Keywords by Year (Chang, J & Liu, J,
2019)

Figure 7: Tree Map (Source: SciVal)
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2014

•

Low Productivity Highly Cited: This is a
Principle Investigator (PI) which has
published a low number of papers which
are highly cited

•

Low Productivity Lowly Cited: This is a
PI which has published a low number of
papers which are lowly cited

•

High Productivity Lowly Cited: This is a
PI which has published a high number of
papers which are lowly cited

•

Highly Productivity Highly Cited: This is
a PI which has published a high number of
papers which are highly cited

•

Average number of Publications: The
average number of publications for each of
the internal units

•

Average Times Cited: The average
number of citations for each of the internal
units

Figure 8: Map of research productivity and competitiveness (Chang, J & Liu, J, 2019)
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Case Study – Example
Benchmark

Centre A has been committed to benchmarking its
success
against
other
leading
foreign
organisations working in the same areas since
2018. The institution has used the benchmarking
tools
within
Elsevier's
SciVal
network
(https://www.scival.com/landing). Since Centre A’
analysis is mainly in Data Science and related
subjects, and only high-quality production will be
included in the evaluation, SciVal was chosen as
the primary source of data. To coincide with Centre
A’ growth phase, the time span covers the phase
from 2015 to recovery data in 2020. It should be
noted that the use of a single source for
benchmarking data has limitations. SciVal does
not capture all Centre A’s related outputs since
some of the data metrics are directly collected from

SciVal, while others are provided by tools such as
InCites, WoS, etc. Using SciVal, the device was
able to compare Centre A through a number of
metrics with numerous other organisations. The
following are some of the most notable examples.

4.1. Publications
For the figures that follow, the legend is defined as:
Figure 13 illustrates the total scholarly output
measure within SciVal for four different institutions
over a given period of time i.e. 2015-2019 and
predicts for 2020. As the graph shows, Centre D
performs considerably better than its peers over
the years thereby illustrating higher performance
and good output. Centre C has a knee bend from

Figure 9: Scholarly Output vs Publication year (Source: SciVal)
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Figure 10: Scholarly Output vs International Collaboration (Source: SciVal)
the year 2016 where it picks up steeply and rises
exponentially to see itself at the better end of
performing institutes.

4.2. International Collaborations
Figure 14 calculates the percentage of total
scholarly outputs calculated for the given time
period reported with international collaborators.
Centre B ranks highest amongst the percentage of
collaborations but has a lower number of
publications i.e. scholarly output. Centre C has a
lower number of publications but relatively has
good international collaborations indicating a
good/high repute of the institute. Lastly, Centre D
ranks highest amongst the scholarly output, but
international collaborations are somewhere the
institute lacks behind. For scatter plots, the points
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at the top right are expected to perform better than
others, hence if we look at an overall impact,
Centre A seems to perform the best amongst its
peers.

4.3. Corporate Collaborations
Figure 15 is comparable to the figure mentioned
above but has only two slight differences. Firstly,
instead of international collaborations, academic
collaborations are considered and, secondly, the
impact of the collaboration is considered too with
the size of the bubble. Centre D has the best
collaboration impact amongst all the centres
compared but has low numbers of collaborators.
The institute goes well for quality but not as much
for quantity. Centre C has a good number of
collaborators, but the impact is not as much,

Figure 11: Scholarly Output vs Academic-Corporate Collaboration (Source: SciVal)
Publication

% Documents
in Q1 Journals

% highly
cited
papers

Centre A

19,508

63.50

3.60

Centre B

6,898

65.00

Centre C

19,034

Centre D

20,658

Institution

International
Collaborations (%)

h-index

Citation
impact

CNCI

0.20

69.30

160

14.7

2.03

4.90

0.50

50.60

116

16.9

2.41

64.80

5.40

0.40

51.50

190

17.8

2.47

65.60

2.85

0.60

70.52

155

11.5

2.85

% hot
papers

Table 3: Overall difference of research performance of the primary institution and benchmarking
candidates (Chang, J & Liu, J, 2019)
therefore, it ranks last amongst the institutions.
While the scholarly output is high as well, the
institute can work on getting impactful

collaborations, which may highlight and improve its
performance.
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The figures above (Figure 13 – Figure 15) make a
generic claim about the performance of the
institute benchmarked to some more. The reason
behind the excellence could be attributed to the
topics researched i.e. what sets papers apart from
the bunch is the research subject, and a good
performance can set them apart in the count data
metrics as elaborated in Section 3, and internal
unit performance i.e. setting apart internally based
on data metrics. The following sections take a dive
and have a look into both these metrics.
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5

Guide to Using CoE
Benchmark Tool
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The CoE Benchmarking Tool is a framework that
can be used to evaluate entities or institutions of
excellence in research. For example, as a
researcher, if you wish to evaluate the
performance of your institute compared to other
eminent institutions across the country or even at
a cosmopolitan level, you can make use of this tool
to get results and learn about the performance at a
bigger scale.
Following is a guide to using this tool supported by
forms and outcomes:

5.1. Getting Started
As indicated in the aforementioned sections, the
tool contains tabs solving the purpose for adding
your own entity, inputting the values and charts for
comparisons.

As Figure 16 highlights, there are different tabs,
and each has a different purpose to solve. The
Data tab contains the forms wherein you can input
the data for your centres, while the tabs that follow
contain the charts and comparison outcomes. The
details cater to the following sections.

5.2. Understanding the Tabs
5.2.1. Data Tab
The purpose of the tab is to request the institutions
for benchmarking with values of their
corresponding metrics to serve as a basis for
comparison. The tab looks as follows:

Figure 12: Tool’s Tabs

Figure 13: Data Tab
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Figure 14: Infrastructure

Figure 15: Publications
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Figure 16: Scientific

Figure 17: Data Tab with the new Centre C
As you can see in Figure 17, the taxonomy of the
metrics is well defined. The section of metrics
highlighted above corresponds to the Input section
further sectioned into subsections with each metric
having an individual code. Similarly, there are
further sections for which different metrics are
defined. A user can make use of this form by
simply inputting the values for different CoEs.
There are some metrics for which units have
already been defined, so the user has to be careful
of the scale while putting in those values. There is
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no limit to the number of centres one can add and
addition or removal of the institutes is userspecific.

5.2.2. Charts Tabs
The tabs that follow the data tab highlight the
taxonomy of section 5.2.1 and contain charts and
images for benchmarking. A few examples are as
follows:

Figure 18: Updating Charts Step A

Figure 19: Updating Charts Step B
The three figures (Figure 18 - Figure 20) are from
the three different sections - Input, Output and
Impact. There are 12 different charts
corresponding to different sections that can be
evaluated for comparison.

5.3. Using the tool
The tool is easy with an interactive and simple
user-friendly Microsoft Excel GUI. A user can input
the data points for the centres of one’s choice and
then follow a few steps to update the charts. For
example, a user wishes to enter some data points

for Centre C where only values for Centre A and B
are added (Figure 21).
The numbers here are hypothetical and only for the
purpose of explaining. Following is a quick
suggestion that one would wish to do to update the
charts:
Right-click on the chart, click on Select Data. A
screen-like follows will pop up that takes you to the
main Data tab (Figure 22 & 23).
Just click on the Centre C and the chart will be
updated (Figure 24).
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Figure 20: Updated Spider Chart
This is a simple-to-use tool that uses basic excel
functionality to serve results. Using the basic
functions, the charts can be scaled, exported and
used for one’s own purposes.
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6

Guide to using SciVal
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SciVal is a bibliometric framework that can be used
to evaluate and represent the location of persons,
groups and institutes in science. For example, as
a researcher, you can use SciVal to create
assessment reports, define a publication plan, and
find new partnerships. SciVal uses the Scopus
database which provides more than 10,000
research institutions, countries with individual
researchers with information and indicators for
publication.

▪

0123456789*~!@#
$%^&*_+{}|:"<>?`=[]\;',./"

By using keywords, such as importing publications
from Scopus, you can identify your own publication
sets, groups or research areas. In order to interpret
group outcomes, you can also collect and group
names of colleagues or collaborators.

6.1. Getting Started
•

•

Log In
o

Go to SciVal.

o

If you already have an account,
simply log in with your credentials.
Even if you have a ScienceDirect,
Scopus account, you can log in
using those credentials.

Sign Up
o
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If you are a new user, and you do
not have either account before, you
need to enter your details and click
on the Register button as shown
below

o

Your username is your email
address. It is not case-sensitive.

o

Create a password. Your password
must be 5 -20 characters long, and
it must contain at least:
▪

1 uppercase character

▪

1 lowercase character

▪

1 number
character:

or

special

Figure 21: How to Register for SciVal
This should get you either logged in or started with
your SciVal account (Figure 25). Since SciVal is a
part of Elsevier group, you get access to other
members as well like ScienceDirect, Scopus and
you can log in using your credentials from the
SciVal account.

6.2. Selecting a time period
Use the year range selector at the top of the page
for your analysis. For the publications that are
included in your study, this lets you select the
range of publication years.
A key point to note is that, for the Benchmarking
module, you can compare performance from 1996
until the present, while for the other modules i.e.
Overview, Collaboration and Trends, you can opt

for a three to five-year period. However, including
the current year would not be recommended as
Scopus would not have the database entries for
the entire year and might result in wayward or
unexpected results.

modules on the left side of the panel. Think of the
selection panel for the entity as a workspace. All
your interested parties are in one clear and
structured place.

6.3. Filtering by Subject
The data can be filtered by subject area (Figure
26). SciVal offers 27 main categories and 334
subcategories to choose from. These are directly
picked from Scopus journal classification. There
are other journal classifications also available in
SciVal besides Scopus. Available journal
classifications:
•

ASJC - All Science Journal Classification
Used by default in Scopus.

•

FoR - Fields of Research (FoR) List
Part of the Australian and New Zealand
Standard Research Classification.

•

FOS - Field of Science and Technology
(FOS) Classification
Used in the Frascati Manual of the (OECD).

•

REF 2014 - Units of Assessment (UoAs)
Used in the REF 2014 exercise
administered by the Higher Education
Funding Council for England (HEFCE).

Figure 22: Filtering by Subject
Choose from the thousands of predefined entities:
organisations or countries in the SciVal database
or define entities of your own. Researchers,
research teams, publication sets or even research
areas may be your self-defined entities (Figure 27).

You can select this from the preferences option in
the Menu. The journal category filter is not
available in the Trends module. The arrow marking
in the figure below shows the subcategories
according to which you can filter the data.

6.4. Selecting Entities
An entity is something that can be perceived in
SciVal in terms of academic performance. The
organisation, region, researcher, publication
collection, or research area may be an entity. Also,
a group of researchers may qualify as an entity.
Pick the entities you want to examine using the
entity selection panel. It is in each of the three

Figure 23: Selecting Entities
A set of images below will help one understand
how this works. Adding institutions, defining and
importing entities would be highlighted. Start typing
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Figure 24: How to define a new entity

Figure 25: How to view entities created by the user
the name of the entity you would like to add. Then,
click on the name when it appears in the search
results. You can also click on the “Define” links to
define an entirely new entity.
The image (Figure 28) shows how to define new
entities. The arrow marks the placeholder on the
panel that would enable you to do so and Figure
29 highlights how you can view the newly added
entities and save them.

6.5. Module Selection
Once you log into SciVal, you will be brought to the
landing page. This page outlines the four modules
of the SciVal product:
1. Overview: Provides overview data for up to
9,000 institutions.
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2. Benchmarking: Enables you to benchmark
multiple institutions for any time period,
dating back to 1996.
3. Collaboration: Shows the collaborating
institutions in addition to the individual
authors and papers.
4. Trends: Enables you to explore specific
topics and investigate universities and
authors publishing on that topic.
Each of these modules can be accessed from the
tabs at the top of the toolbar as shown below.

6.5.1. Overview
Based on publications, citations, and collaboration,
the Overview module (Figure 30) offers a highlevel overview of the research output of your
institution.

Figure 26: Module Selection

Figure 27: Summary Landing Screen

Figure 28: Published tab in Summary landing screen
Furthermore, you can check the output of each of
the database's 5,500+ institutions and 200+
countries (Figure 31). You may also identify and

analyse the output of your own research areas;
publication sets and groups of researchers.
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It is possible to filter all data according to a
particular subject area. The information can be
exported, and behind every publication count, you

can check the underlying list of publications
(Figure 32 & 33).

Figure 29: List of Publications

Figure 30: Benchmarking Landing Page
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You can start working with the overview module by
following the steps highlighted in the above
sections. Start by selecting an entity following by
fixing a year range and finally filtering out by journal
categories. These are the steps that remain
common to every module and are kind of a
blueprint for using the product.

The y-axis is a drop-down list which shows the
different metrics you can select and is shown
below.
The benchmarking module enables you to
compare different institutions based on metrics you
wish for, and also in different formats like charts
and tables (Figure 35).

Once you add an entity, the screen (Figure 27)
appears. There are 10 tabs you can select from
highlighting various categories in the Overview
module. The current snapshot (Figure 31) is for the
Summary tab wherein it highlights the summary
metrics for the selected institution(s).
The screen (Figure 32) displays the Published tab
in the module. One can download the list of
publications as shown in Figure 33 by the arrow.
The publications list can be refined and filtered
according to need and then exported via the link
into an excel sheet as shown (Figure 33). You can
add different entities and compare the results in
the Overview tab by selecting the different subtabs in the module.

6.5.2. Benchmarking
Compared to others, the Benchmarking module
(Figure 34) lets you easily compare your research
results. How does your institution in your city,
nation or the world compare to others? In order to
measure the performance of various types of
organisations, such as agencies, research teams
and individual researchers, you can use 15
different metrics. You can also benchmark a
particular subject area across the different
institutions.
You follow the same steps as listed. You add all
the entities you wish to compare or benchmark
against. You can add more entities as well. The
following screenshot shows the outlook of the
Benchmarking module.
You can select the time period, the journal
category/subcategory and export your results as a
chart or table. The time period dates back to 1996
and shows data until the present.

Figure 31: Metrics for Comparison
6.5.3. Collaboration
The collaboration module is where you can
determine the institution's current research
collaborations. Start with a view of the partnership
landscape globally. Then, zoom in, everywhere in
the world to individual collaborating institutions and
researchers.
You may also use this module to find potential
prospects in your own country or worldwide for
collaboration. See which institutions and scholars
are not partnering with your institution yet.
It is possible to filter all data according to a
particular subject area. State that you are involved
only in collaboration in the field of chemistry. Only
institutions and researchers who have co-authored
chemistry publications with your institution may,
then, access them.
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The information can be exported, and behind every
publication count, you can check the underlying list
of publications.

In the table will be a list of entities that the institute
has collaborated with. By clicking on the link, the
following snapshot is displayed.

The map shows the countries where the institutes
collaborated with the entity are present (Figure 36).
A different tabular view can be selected by clicking
on the table tab as marked by the arrow.

The tab Potential co-authors as marked by the
arrow shows the possible list of collaborators. The
overview tab shows the data metrics for the
university compared with the other university,
which in this case is Harvard (Figure 37).

Figure 32: Collaboration Landing page

Figure 33: List of Collaborated Institutes
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6.5.4. Trends
The Trends module is where you can evaluate all
aspects of Research Areas. Start with a Research
Area you define yourself based on a topic or area
of interest or pick a pre-defined one provided with
SciVal. Analyse the developments of the Research
Area such as the contributing institutions, authors,
countries and journals. The Trends module also
allows you to analyse their contribution to the
subtopics within the Research Area through a
keyphrase analysis (Figure 38).
In addition to citation and publication data, the
Trends module includes usage data from Scopus
and ScienceDirect to complement the analysis.

You can review the underlying list of publications
behind every publication count and you can export
tables and graphs by using the export feature.
You can either select a predefined subject area by
SciVal or define a new research area.
The tab on the left enables you to create a new
research area. SciVal will ask to limit the topic’s
areas using the Limit to the button where you can
select a timeframe as well.
You can create a word cloud filtered by countries
and institutions that are working on the research. A
snapshot shows the trends of the same (Figure
39).

Figure 34: Trends Landing Page

Figure 35: Trends filtered by Sections
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Data Sources for
Benchmarking

Name: SciVal
Description:
SciVal is an online tool that provides fast, easy
access to the research output of 19,600 research
institutions and 231 nations worldwide using
bibliometrics. It enables you to visualise research
results, benchmark relative to peers, build strategic
collaborations and analyse research trends. The
Scopus database is the source of data for SciVal
metrics.
Access: Paid
URL: https://www.scival.com/landing

Name: Web of Science
Description:
Web of Science (formerly known as Web of
Knowledge) is a platform that offers numerous
databases that provide extensive citation data for
several different academic disciplines with
subscription-based access. Originally, it was
developed by the Scientific Information Institute
(ISI) and is currently maintained by Clarivate
Analytics. The Web of Science is described as a
unifying research tool that allows users to obtain,
interpret and disseminate information from
databases in a timely manner. This is done
because of the development of a common
vocabulary for varied search terms and varied
data, called ontology. In addition, through
categories, search terms produce similar
information.

Name: Google Scholar
Description:
Google Scholar is a publicly available online
search engine that indexes scholarly literature's full
text or metadata across a variety of formats and
disciplines for publication. The Google Scholar
Database, which was published in beta in
November 2004, contains the majority of peerreviewed online academic journals and books,
conference papers, theses and dissertations,
preprints, abstracts, technical reports and other
scholarly literature, including court opinions and
patents. Although the size of Google Scholar's
database is not released by Google, scientometric
researchers estimated it to contain approximately
389 million documents, including papers, citations
and patents, making it in January 2018 the world's
largest academic search engine. Previously, the
scale as of May 2014 was estimated at 160 million
papers. For all papers published in English with an
estimation of 100 million, an earlier statistical
estimate published in PLOS ONE using a Mark
and recapture approach estimated approximately
80%–90% coverage.
Access: Free
URL: https://scholar.google.com/

Access: Paid
URL:
https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/solutions
/web-of-science/
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Name: InCites

Name: CORDIS

Description:

Description:

InCites Benchmarking & Analytics is a tailored
method for the assessment of web-based research
that can help you improve your research strategy.
InCites B&A helps you to evaluate institutional
effectiveness,
monitor
the
operation
of
cooperation, recognise prominent scholars,
highlight strengths, and discover opportunities
areas. InCites offers detailed insight into the
success of your organisation with personalised
citation
results,
global
metrics,
and
multidimensional profiles of the leading research
institutions. And you can build and distribute
reports quickly and easily with comprehensive
visualisation and reporting tools.

CORDIS is the Information Service of the
Community for Research and Development. It is
the main public repository and portal of the
European
Commission
for
disseminating
information on all EU-funded research projects and
their outcomes in the broadest context. The
website and the archive contain all public
information kept by the Commission (project fact
sheets, publishable reports and deliverables),
correspondence and manipulation editorial
material (news, activities, success stories,
journals, multilingual “short results” for the general
public) and extensive links to external media such
as newspapers and websites that are open
access.

Access: Paid
URL: https://incites.clarivate.com/#/landing

Access: Free
URL: https://cordis.europa.eu/

Name: Essential Science Indicators (ESI)
Description:
Essential Science Indicators (ESI) in the Web of
Science Core Collection is an analytical tool that
helps you classify top-performing research. Based
on publication and citation results, ESI surveys
more than 11,000 journals from around the world
to rank authors, institutions, countries, and journals
in 22 broad fields. Data covers a rolling 10-year
span and includes updates to rankings and citation
counts bimonthly.
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Name: European Research Council Grants
Description:
European Research Council (ERC) grants fund
projects undertaken by an individual researcher
who may hire as team members researchers of
any nationality. One or more team members may
also be located in a non-European country.
Initiatives occur in the form of “Implementing
Arrangements” for ERC-funded teams to host
talented non-European scientists in Europe.

Access: Paid

Access: Free

URL: https://esi.clarivate.com/

URL:
https://erc.europa.eu/projects-figures/ercfunded-projects/results

8

Conclusions and Future
Directions
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The Benchmarking tool presented in this report
focused on filling a gap identified by interactions
with the CoEs within the NCoEs. No common
benchmarking process for evaluating the
performance of their organisations was available.
While the BDAICoE framework supported the
exchange of best practices, it did not directly
support the benchmarking process between
centres. The report establishes a common
conceptual foundation of the benchmarking
process, identifies a methodology for performing
the benchmark, and details the creation of a metric
benchmark tool. This was achieved by performing
a detailed analysis of the multiple CoE’s
benchmark studies and interviews with subject
experts.
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The goal of the benchmark process is not to
establish a ranking of a CoE, in fact, we believe
such an activity would ultimately be counterproductive
for
Europe
and
discourage
collaboration. We see benchmarking as a method
of self-evaluation that can support the continuous
improvement of a European CoE. Benchmarking
supports the establishment of reference points for
best practices through the comparison of practices
between CoEs and supports the understanding of
the reasons why they are reference points. The
tool will be further developed and refined based on
its usage by CoE in the benchmarking
process. The work will be continued by Insight as
part of the NCoEs in Big Data.

9

About
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9.1. About BDVe

9.4. Call to Action

The goal of BDVe project is to support the Big Data
Value Public-Private Partnership (BDV PPP) in
realising a vibrant data-driven EU economy by
effectively combining in a consortium Large
Enterprises, SMEs and Academia.

•

9.2. Big Data and AI Centres of
Excellence
The BDV PPP is furthering the development of the
European data ecosystems as a data-driven
economy. One key action is the work to support a
network of BDAICoE to foster collaboration, share
best practices and know-how among centres,
facilitate meetings of the network participants and
provide expert guidance and support for the
establishment of new CoEs in Europe.

9.3. Big Data and AI CoE Best
Practice Framework
A best practice framework for BDAICoEs has been
developed through an extensive survey of existing
CoEs in Europe, identification of their challenges
and opportunities, as well as their best practices
and guidelines. The framework has been
enhanced by feedback from experts within CoEs.
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•

•

Are you a Big Data and Artificial Intelligence
Centre of Excellence and want to share your
best practices?
Are you a senior manager or director of a Big
Data and Artificial Intelligence Centre of
Excellence and want to be interviewed?
Are you a new Big Data and Artificial
Intelligence Centre of Excellence or you know
of any that seeks support?

Please do not hesitate to contact us
edward.curry@insight-centre.org

at:

9.5. About Insight
The Insight Centre for Data Analytics is a joint
initiative between researchers at Dublin City
University, National University of Ireland Galway,
University College Cork, University College Dublin
and other partner institutions. Insight brings
together more than 400+ researchers from these
institutions, 100m+ funding, and with over 80+
industry partners, to position Ireland at the heart of
global data analytics research.
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